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SUMMARY

Correlated neuronal activity at various timescales
plays an important role in information transfer and
processing. We find that in awake-behaving mice,
an unexpectedly large fraction of neighboring Pur-
kinje cells (PCs) exhibit sub-millisecond synchrony.
Correlated firing usually arises from chemical or elec-
trical synapses, but, surprisingly, neither is required
to generate PC synchrony. We therefore assessed
ephaptic coupling, a mechanism in which neurons
communicate via extracellular electrical signals. In
the neocortex, ephaptic signals from many neurons
summate to entrain spiking on slow timescales, but
extracellular signals from individual cells are thought
to be too small to synchronize firing. Here we find
that a single PC generates sufficiently large extracel-
lular potentials to open sodium channels in nearby
PC axons. Rapid synchronization is made possible
because ephaptic signals generated by PCs peak
during the rising phase of action potentials. These
findings show that ephaptic coupling contributes to
the prevalent synchronization of nearby PCs.

INTRODUCTION

Current flow into or out of a neuron generates local changes in

extracellular potential that can influence the excitability of nearby

neurons. This type of signaling is known as ephaptic signaling, a

term derived from the Greek word for touch, which was coined to

explain the ability of neuronal elements in close proximity to influ-

ence each other (Anastassiou and Koch, 2015; Anastassiou

et al., 2015; Arvanitaki, 1942; Dudek et al., 1998; Goldwyn and

Rinzel, 2016; Jefferys, 1995; Jefferys and Haas, 1982; Weiss

and Faber, 2010). Ephaptic signaling now refers to extracellular

signals generated by either a single neuron or a population of

neurons, and the neurons need not be in physical contact. There

is much left to learn about the contributions of ephaptic signaling

in the normal brain and under pathological conditions.

When an individual neuron fires an action potential, it gener-

ates an extracellular signal that can be readily detected by a
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nearby extracellular electrode (Anastassiou et al., 2015; Buzsáki

et al., 2012; Schomburg et al., 2012; Servais and Cheron, 2005).

Even though such signals are small and highly localized, in some

cases, they are sufficiently large to allow a single neuron to influ-

ence nearby neurons. The effects of ephaptic signaling can be

prominent in pathological conditions, such as in multiple scle-

rosis in which compromised myelin allows undesirable axonal

interactions (Smith and McDonald, 1999; Weiss and Faber,

2010). In the normal brain, ephaptic signaling can allow neurons

to inhibit their targets almost instantaneously but only at synap-

ses with a highly specialized ultrastructure and appropriate

electrical properties. This is the case for circuits controlling the

escape response of fish, where specialized structures of inter-

neurons surround the Mauthner cell axon initial segment and

provide ephaptic inhibition that can rapidly control firing (Furu-

kawa and Furshpan, 1963; Korn and Faber, 1975; Weiss and

Faber, 2010). Similarly, a synaptic specialization known as a

pinceau allows cerebellar basket cells to rapidly inhibit Purkinje

cells (PCs) (Blot and Barbour, 2014; Korn and Axelrad, 1980).

However, this type of ephaptic inhibition appears to be rare,

and the extent to which ephaptic signals generated by individual

cells contribute to signaling in the normal brain is uncertain.

The extracellular signals generated by the collective activity of

many neurons produce local field potentials (LFPs) that are

bigger, are longer lasting, and have a larger spatial extent than

signals produced by single neurons. In the cerebral cortex,

LFPs can entrain action potentials on the hundreds of millisec-

onds timescale and promote low-frequency synchronous firing

(Anastassiou and Koch, 2015; Anastassiou et al., 2011). During

epileptiform activity, LFPs can contribute to the synchronous

firing of many cells (Dudek et al., 1998; Jefferys, 1995; Jefferys

et al., 2012; Timofeev et al., 2012; Weiss and Faber, 2010).

There is considerable interest in the mechanisms that produce

synchronous firing, because synchrony increases the efficacy

with which neurons influence their postsynaptic targets (Gauck

and Jaeger, 2000; Person and Raman, 2012). The small, tran-

sient ephaptic signals generated by individual cells are thought

to be unable to promote rapid, synchronous firing (Buzsáki

et al., 2012).

Here we examine the contribution of ephaptic signaling to syn-

chronous PC firing. Paired recordings in vivo have shown that

the firing of neighboring PCs is sometimes correlated on rapid

timescales (Bell and Grimm, 1969; Bell and Kawasaki, 1972;

de Solages et al., 2008; De Zeeuw et al., 1997; Ebner and
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Bloedel, 1981; Shin andDe Schutter, 2006). It is also thought that

correlated PC firing underlies high-frequency oscillations in LFPs

in the cerebellar cortex (Adrian, 1935; Cheron et al., 2004, 2008;

Courtemanche et al., 2013; de Solages et al., 2008; Groth and

Sahin, 2015; Middleton et al., 2008; Oehler et al., 1969). Several

possible mechanisms have been advanced to account for corre-

lated firing, including shared excitatory inputs (Bell and Grimm,

1969; Ebner and Bloedel, 1981; Heck et al., 2007; Isope et al.,

2002), inhibition provided by PC axon collaterals (de Solages

et al., 2008; Witter et al., 2016), and gap junction coupling (Mid-

dleton et al., 2008; Traub et al., 2008). Here we show that, in

awake-behaving mice, the firing of most neighboring PCs is

correlated on rapid timescales. To determine the mechanisms

mediating correlated firing, we perform studies in brain slices.

We find that pairs of nearby PCs exhibit correlated spiking

even when chemical synapses are blocked and electrical

coupling is absent. We find that this synchronous firing is a

consequence of pairs of PCs ephaptically influencing each

other. These findings show that ephaptic signaling from individ-

ual cells can contribute to synchrony on rapid timescales.

RESULTS

There is ongoing interest in the extent to which PC firing is corre-

lated (De Schutter and Steuber, 2009; De Zeeuw et al., 2011;

Jaeger, 2011; Person and Raman, 2012). PC pairs separated

by hundreds of microns have been recorded in both anesthe-

tized and behaving animals (Bosman et al., 2010; Heck et al.,

2007; Wise et al., 2010). In these experiments, the number of

synchronous spikes is only a few percent above chance. In

contrast, closely spaced PCs show large correlations in firing,

but this has been seen primarily in anesthetized and decerebrate

animals (Bell and Grimm, 1969; Bell and Kawasaki, 1972; de Sol-

ages et al., 2008; Shin and De Schutter, 2006), although corre-

lated firing of neighboring PCs has also been seen in awake an-

imals (de Solages et al., 2008). We recorded from pairs of

neighboring PCs in awake, behaving mice to determine the

magnitude, timing, prevalence, and distance dependence of

correlations under physiological conditions (Figure 1). Adult

mice (postnatal day 70 [P70]–P90) were implanted with a

bracket, restrained on a freely rotating treadmill, and allowed

to move at will (Figure 1A). Multi-electrode silicon probes were

used to record simultaneously from multiple PCs deep in lobule

V of the vermis (Figure 1B). This approach is particularly well

suited to recordings from PCs in very close proximity to each

other (see STAR Methods).

Examples of simultaneous recordings from two electrodes

shows the high rate of PC firing (117 ± 42 Hz, n = 35) typical of

these experiments (Figure 1C). Recordings from each site were

analyzed todeterminewhether a single unit couldbe isolated (Fig-

ure 1D). Alignment of traces to the large spikes recorded on one

electrode revealed that there was a long latency between large

spikes, indicating that they correspond to a single PC (PC1).

This electrode also shows a second, much smaller unit that can

be readily discriminated fromPC1. Similarly, PC2 can be isolated

from a second electrode (Figure 1D, middle). The presence of

distinct complex spikes (responses evokedby climbing fiber acti-

vation) confirmed the unique identities of the twoPCs (Figure 1C).
Alignment of PC2 spikes to PC1 firing reveals that PC2 activity is

more frequent around the time that PC1 fires (Figure 1D, lower),

indicating that the firing of the two cells is correlated. Spike-trig-

gered histograms provide a measure of the magnitude and the

time course of such correlations (Figure 1E; Figure S1; see

STARMethods). To resolve the time dependence of correlations,

we used bin sizes of 50 ms. This histogram shows elevated firing

on rapid timescales, with peak correlations within ±0.5 ms. There

is a dip at zero latency and a decrease in correlated spiking for la-

tencies of ±1 to 3ms. Similar analyses were conducted for 21 PC

pairs (Figure S2). The average correlations are similar to those of

the representative example (Figure 1F). The synchrony index,

which is the average of the normalized spike count from �1 ms

to 1 ms (Figure 1E, shaded region), provides a measure of the

magnitude of the correlations. Spiking was synchronous in 86%

(18/21) of PC pairs (Z score > 3, Figure 1H). Correlations tended

to be larger for closely spaced electrodes (Figure 1G). The prop-

erties of these correlations are reminiscent of the correlated

spiking and bimodal distributions observed in anesthetized ani-

mals (Bell and Grimm, 1969; Bell and Kawasaki, 1972). However,

we observe correlations in a much higher fraction of cells (they

found fewer than 50% of the pairs were synchronous), which

may be because our method leads to recordings from pairs of

PCs that are very close to each other.We conclude that in awake,

behaving mice, the firing of neighboring PCs is usually correlated

on rapid timescales.

To determine the mechanism responsible for PC correlations,

we performed experiments in acute sagittal cerebellar slices

from P30–P40 mice. This approach made pharmacological

studies easier, improved visualization, was compatible with

paired whole-cell recordings, and simplified experimental inter-

pretation. We began by measuring spontaneous action poten-

tials from PCs with quadruple on-cell recordings (Figure 2A)

and computed cross-correlograms for 104 pairs of PCs (see

STAR Methods). The cross-correlograms are normalized (see

STAR Methods) to reflect the ratio of observed and expected

degree of correlation. PCs fired spontaneously at 31.6 ± 0.9 Hz

with a coefficient of variation of 0.43 ± 0.15 ms (n = 127 PCs).

These firing rates are lower than what we observed in awake,

behaving mice, which likely reflects the lack of active granule

cells and the lack of active modulatory inputs in brain slice.

Correlated firing was observed for some pairs, as in Figure 2B.

Interestingly, the cross-correlograms had a dip at 0 ms time

and peaked with a delay of either +0.6 ms and �0.6 ms, which

is reminiscent of cross-correlograms in awake, behaving mice

(Figure 1). The average correlation was small (Figure 2C), and

there was considerable variability in the correlation magnitudes

(Figures 2D and 2E). Activity tended to be more highly correlated

for closely spaced cells (Figure 2D).

It has been hypothesized that correlated PC activity could

arise from shared excitatory synaptic inputs (Bell and Grimm,

1969; Heck et al., 2007; Isope et al., 2002), GABAergic transmis-

sion by recurrent PC collaterals (de Solages et al., 2008; Orduz

and Llano, 2007; Witter et al., 2016), or electrical coupling via

gap junctions (Middleton et al., 2008; Traub et al., 2008). To

assess the contribution of chemical synapses to PC synchrony,

we tested whether correlated activity could be observed when

glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses were blocked. The
Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018 565



Figure 1. Correlations in the Firing of Neighboring Purkinje Cells in Awake, Behaving Mice

(A) Schematic showing recording configuration and a head-fixed mouse on running wheel.

(B) Schematics showing electrode placement in lobule V of the vermis (left) and approximate scale of electrodes and PCs (right).

(C) Raw traces showing activity recorded simultaneously from two sites. Complex spikes are indicated by an asterisk.

(D) (Top) PC traces are aligned to each spike for the large spikes recorded on one electrode. These large spikes show a refractory period of more than 5 ms,

indicating that this is a single isolated unit (PC1). (Middle) A similar alignment for another electrode reveals a second isolated unit (PC2). (Bottom) PC2 spikes

aligned to PC1 spiking show many spikes clustered within ±1 ms.

(E) A histogram showing the spike count for the lower traces of (D) reveals that PC1 and PC2 show correlations on rapid timescales. Gray box is the window used

for calculating the synchrony index.

(F) Average of spike count histograms determined for 21 pairs, and shaded gray is ±SEM.

(G) Synchrony index as a function of electrode distance. Black circles indicate statistically significant synchrony (Z score > 3; see STARMethods). Gray indicates

pairs that are not synchronous.

(H) Histogram showing the fractional occurrence of the synchrony index for pairs of PCs. Black bins include all pairs exhibiting significant synchrony, and gray bins

are non-correlated pairs.
same double-peaked cross-correlograms were observed in

the presence of the AMPAR antagonist NBQX, the NMDAR

antagonist CPP, and the GABAAR antagonist GABAzine. (Fig-

ures 2F–2I). Notably, pairs of PCs within 20 mm of each other

exhibited prominent correlations in the absence of synaptic input

(Figure 2H). These correlations are not strongly influenced by

firing rate (Figures S3A–S3D).

The observation that correlated activity is present in the

absence of glutamatergic andGABAergic transmission indicates

that PC synchrony can be generated by a mechanism that is

independent of fast synaptic transmission. For the remainder

of the paper, we focus on determining the mechanism of this

synchrony by performing studies with fast glutamatergic and

GABAergic transmission blocked. Additionally, we focus on

pairs of neighboring PCs whose cell bodies are within 20 mm to
566 Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018
maximize correlations. Under these conditions, the average

cross-correlogram showed the characteristic dip at the origin,

sharp positive peaks at ±0.6 ms and negative correlations for

spikes separated by 2 to 5 ms (Figure 2J), which is similar to

cross-correlations in awake, behaving mice in the absence of

blockers (Figure 1F). Significant correlations were observed in

61% (129 of 211 pairs) of PC pairs (Z score > 3; see STAR

Methods; Figure 2K). The magnitude and distribution of the

synchrony index seen in slices in the presence of blockers (Fig-

ures 2J and 2K) was comparable to that observed in awake

mice (Figures 1F and 1H). These findings establish that chemical

synapses do not account for all PC synchrony.

Gap junctions can generate correlated activity in electrically

coupled cells (Kistler and De Zeeuw, 2005; Perez Velazquez

and Carlen, 2000), and it has been proposed that electrical



Figure 2. Synchronous Firing of Purkinje Cells Does Not Require Synaptic Transmission

(A) Schematic diagram of quadruple recordings for measuring spontaneous action potentials from PCs in brain slice. ML, molecular layer; PCL, Purkinje cell layer;

GL, granular layer.

(B) A representative cross-correlogram (0.05 ms bins) of spontaneous firing between two PCs (black).

(C) Average cross correlogram (n = 104 PC pairs).

(D) Synchrony index for PC pairs as a function of distance.

(E) Histogram of synchrony index.

(F–I) Same as (B)–(E) but with fast glutamatergic and GABAergic transmission blocked with NBQX, CPP, and GABAzine (red) (n = 91 PC pairs), with (F), (G), (H),

and (I) comparable to (B), (C), (D), and (E), respectively.

(J and K) Additional experiments were conducted for PC cell pairs whose cell bodies were located within 20 mmof each other in the presence of NBQX, CPP, and

GABAzine (blue) (n = 211 PC pairs).

(J) Average cross-correlogram.

(K) Histogram of synchrony index. Blue bins include all pairs exhibiting significant synchrony (Z score > 3; see STAR Methods), and gray bins are non-

correlated pairs.

Shaded error bars in (C), (G), and (J) are SEM.
coupling accounts for PC firing correlations in the presence

of synaptic blockers. We therefore tested whether the correla-

tions we observe are a consequence of gap junction coupling.

Our observation that, under our experimental conditions, non-

synaptic correlated PC firing is only prominent in a subset of

closely spaced PCs suggests that gap junction coupling might

only be prominent between a small subset of PC pairs. We there-

fore recorded on-cell from a pair of PCs to determine cross cor-
relations prior to measuring the coupling coefficient (Figure 3A).

A typical experiment involving a strongly correlated PC pair is

shown in Figure 3B. After obtaining whole-cell recordings from

the cells, we prevented spontaneous firing with small hyperpola-

rizing currents. A large negative current was then injected into

one cell, which produced a large hyperpolarization in that cell

and no detectable voltage change in the other PC (Figure 3C,

left). This was repeated to assess coupling in the other direction
Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018 567



Figure 3. Gap Junction Coupling Is Not

Required for Non-synaptic Synchronous

Activity

Paired recordings were obtained from PCs whose

cell bodieswere locatedwithin 20 mmof each other

in the presence of NBQX, CPP, and GABAzine to

block glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses.

(A) Schematic diagram of whole-cell recording

configuration in which on-cell and then whole-cell

recordings were obtained from nearby PC pairs.

(B) Cross-correlogram determined from a PC

pair that showed synchronous firing by on-cell

recording.

(C)Whole-cell recordingswere obtained for the cell

pair in (B), and gap junction couplingwas assessed

by injecting �5 nA into one PC and measuring the

voltage in the other cell.

(D) Ratio of voltage change observed in PC pairs as

a function of the degree of synchrony exhibited

by the cell pair. Linear regression (red line,

R2 = 0.0044).

(E) Cross-correlograms determined from a PC pair

that showed synchronous firing by on-cell

recording in the presence of GABA and glutamate

receptor blockers (left) and following the addition

of the gap junction blocker 2-APB (right).

(F) Summary of the effects of 2-APB on correla-

tions between neighboring PCs. Paired t test

(p = 0.55).
(Figure 3C, right). There was no detectable electrical coupling for

neighboring PCs (Figure 3D). It has been proposed that gap junc-

tions between proximal PC axons allow PCs to influence each

other (Middleton et al., 2008; Traub et al., 2008). The resulting

electrical coupling would be evident in paired recordings as in

Figures 3A–3D, but this was not the case. We also used a phar-

macological approach to test the involvement of gap junctions.

The observation that gap junction blockers eliminated high-

frequency oscillations of extracellular signals near the PC layer

was the initial finding that implicated electrical coupling between

PCs (Middleton et al., 2008). We began by performing control

experiments, because gap junction blockers can have off-target

effects (Connors, 2012; Juszczak and Swiergiel, 2009; Manjar-

rez-Marmolejo and Franco-Pérez, 2016; Tovar et al., 2009;

Verselis and Srinivas, 2013; Vessey et al., 2004). To our surprise,

five of the six gap junction blockers that we tested (carbenoxo-

lone, quinine, mefloquine, octanol, and meclofenamic acid)

eliminated spontaneous PC firing (Figure S4). Fortunately, the

gap junction blocker 2-Aminoethoxydiphenyl borate (2-APB)

(Bai et al., 2006; Harks et al., 2003) did not alter PC firing, and

we therefore assessed the effect of 2-APB on correlations. We

found that 2-APB did not affect the correlations (Figures 3E

and 3F), which indicates that correlations in PC firing are not

reliant on gap junction coupling.

Previous studies have shown that within the cerebellum, pop-

ulations of molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) and populations

of Golgi cells exhibit synchronous activity that is mediated by

gap junctions (Dugué et al., 2009; Mann-Metzer and Yarom,

1999; Szoboszlay et al., 2016; Vervaeke et al., 2010). To evaluate

the correlations arising from gap junction coupling, we recorded
568 Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018
from pairs of closely spaced MLIs and found that their firing

was correlated, with a dip at zero latency and peaks offset by

1.69 ± 0.17 ms (n = 14, Figures S5A and S5C). This is consistent

with mutual excitation of MLIs through their gap junctions.

Although qualitatively the shapes of the cross-correlograms for

MLIs are similar to those of PCs, a comparison of the average

cross-correlograms indicates that the mechanism underlying

PC synchrony (peaks offset by 0.66 ± 0.02 ms, n = 56) is much

faster than the gap-junction-mediated MLI synchrony (Figures

S5B and S5C). This indicates that, under our experimental con-

ditions, electrical coupling between MLIs is too slow to account

for the rapid correlations of PC firing. Further studies are needed

to determine whether the speed of gap junction coupling in

MLIs is a general feature of gap junction coupling. Taken

together, our experiments indicate that gap junction coupling

is unlikely to account for the correlated firing we observe for

PCs (see Discussion).

It seemed likely that PC pairs with correlated firing must excite

one another, and we therefore determined the spike-triggered

average (STA) to provide insight into the mechanism responsible

for correlations. We measured spontaneous spiking of a PC

pair with on-cell recordings to determine the extent of correlated

firing, as in Figure 4A for a PC pair with strongly correlated firing.

Then we obtained whole-cell recordings from both cells. Under

current clamp, one PC was allowed to fire spontaneously while

the other was voltage clamped to determine the STA at different

holding potentials (Figure 4B). The STA was also determined in

the other direction. For this example PC pair, bidirectional inward

currents of 28 pAwere observed at�50mV. The responseswere

evoked with a latency of 0.1 ms and were strongly attenuated at



Figure 4. Action Potentials Evoke Currents in Nearby Purkinje Cells that Are Highly Correlated with the Extent of Synchronous Firing and Are

Eliminated by QX314

(A) Cross-correlogram of spontaneous firing between two nearby PCs showing synchronized firing. Spontaneous action potential was measured by on-cell

recording before whole-cell recording.

(B) For the cell pair in (A), one PCwas allowed to fire spontaneously in current clamp, and spike-triggered average (STA) currents in the other PCwere determined

in voltage clamp at three different potentials.

(C and D) Similar experiments to (A) and (B) are shown for a PC pair that did not fire synchronously, with (C) and (D) comparable to (A) and (B), respectively.

(E and F) The STA is shown for another pair of cells (E), but hyperpolarization was used to suppress spontaneous firing, and current injection (5 nA, 1 ms) with

Poisson pattern was used to stimulate firing in (F).

(G) Positive correlation between the magnitudes of currents evoked at �50 mV and the synchrony index. Linear regression (red line, R2 = 0.87).

(H) Same as (G) but for Poisson stimulation (red line, R2 = 0.82).

(I) Cross-correlogram of spontaneous firing between two nearby PCs by on-cell recording.

(J) Action potentials was evoked by Poisson stimulation from one PC, while whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were made from the other PC with calcium

channel antagonists nimodopine, TTA-P2, and u-conotoxin-MVIIC in the bath to block L-, T-, P/Q-, and N-type calcium channels.

(K) STA current amplitudes measured at a holding potential of �50 mV with calcium channel antagonists plotted as a function of the magnitude of synchrony

index. Linear regression (red line, R2 = 0.80).

(L–N) Same as (I)–(K) but spontaneous action potentials were recorded from one PC, and voltage-clamp recordings were obtained from the other with a pipette

containing the nonselective Na channel antagonist QX314 (1 mM), with (L), (M) and (N) comparable to (I), (J), and (K), respectively.

Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018 569



holding potentials of �60 mV and �70 mV (Figure 4B). STA re-

sponses were not strongly influenced by PC firing rates (Figures

S3E and S3F). For neighboring PCs with uncorrelated firing (Fig-

ure 4C), STAs were extremely small (Figure 4D). There was a

linear relationship between the magnitudes of STA currents

measured at �50 mV and the degree of correlated activity (Fig-

ure 4G). These experiments suggest that PC correlations arise

from a bidirectional communication between PCs in which the

spontaneous action potentials of one PC directly triggered an

inward current in neighboring PCs.

When neurons fire spontaneously, it is possible that there is

significant synchronization of populations of cells in the slice.

This raises the issue of whether the STA is produced by a single

cell or whether it reflects the collective activity of many PCs and

possibly other cell types. We performed experiments to distin-

guish between these possibilities. We identified synchronously

firing pairs with on-cell recording (Figure 4E) and then obtained

whole-cell recordings for the same PC pair with one cell in

current clamp and the other in voltage clamp (Figure 4F). We

injected hyperpolarizing current to prevent spontaneous firing

in the current-clamped PC and injected brief suprathreshold cur-

rent steps (5 nA, 1 ms) to evoke spikes at times determined by a

simulated Poisson train at an average of 30 Hz. Poisson

stimulation evoked STAs that were similar to those produced

by spontaneous activity. The magnitude of the STA evoked by

Poisson stimulation is also highly correlated with the extent of

synchronous activity (Figure 4H). This suggests that under our

experimental conditions the correlations in PC spiking arise

from a direct bidirectional interaction between a pair of PCs,

and a single PC can be sufficient to drive synchrony in a

neighboring cell.

The voltage dependence of the STA suggested that it arose

from activation of a voltage-gated channel, such as a calcium

channel or a sodium (Na) channel. We used pharmacological

approaches to provide insight into the identity of the ion channels

that contribute to the STA. We began by blocking voltage-gated

calcium channels by bath applying blockers of L-, T-, P/Q-, and

N-type voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) (Catterall,

2011). As shown in previous studies, action potential waveforms

and spontaneous activity are altered by VGCC blockers (Edge-

rton and Reinhart, 2003; Pouille et al., 2000; Raman and Bean,

1999), which makes it impractical to determine correlations in

the presence of VGCC blockers. We therefore determined the

STA by evoking action potentials with Poisson stimulation.

When VGCCs were blocked, a voltage-dependent current was

evoked (Figures 4I and 4J), and there was a positive correlation

between the magnitude of the STAs and correlations observed

prior to VGCC antagonist application (Figure 4K). This indicates

that VGCCs are not required for the STA.

We also tested the involvement of Na channels in STAs. The

voltage dependence of the STA we observe is similar to the

voltage dependence of transient Na channel currents evoked

by small, positive-voltage steps in PCs (Carter et al., 2012). It

was not possible to assess STAs with the selective Na channel

antagonist TTX in the bath, because TTX eliminates action

potentials in all cells in the slice. Instead, we included the Na

channel antagonist QX314 in one pipette. This impermeable Na

channel antagonist has the advantage that it blocks Na channels
570 Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018
from within a cell (Connors and Prince, 1982). It has the disad-

vantage that it can also block other ion channels and can

increase the input resistance of cells (Andrade, 1991; Talbot

and Sayer, 1996). We again began by determining correlations

with on-cell recording (Figure 4L). Whole-cell recordings were

then obtained. One PC was allowed to spontaneously fire in

current clamp, and the STA was measured in voltage clamp in

the other cell that contained QX314. QX314 eliminated the STA

current (Figures 4M and 4N), which supports the hypothesis

that Na channels mediate the STA.

We hypothesized that ephaptic signaling occurs in PCs

through a local extracellular signal generated by a sufficiently

large action potential in one PC to open Na channels in nearby

PCs. Our first step to test this hypothesis was to measure extra-

cellular voltage changes during PC action potentials along the

dendrites and the axons and near axon initial segments (AISs)

(Clark et al., 2005; Palmer et al., 2010). A whole-cell recording

was made from a PC to both monitor spontaneous activity and

to label the cell with a dye. As the PC spiked spontaneously,

the fluorescent dye guided the placement of a second electrode

that measured changes in extracellular voltage. Extracellular re-

cordings were made systematically along the PC dendrite, in the

axon, and just below the PC layer at different distances from the

AIS. Extracellular signals were small near the dendrites (Figures

5A and 5B, regions 1–5) and large near the AIS (Figures 5A and

5B, region 6) and decreased rapidly along the axon with distance

away from the soma (Figures 5A and 5B, regions 7–10). Extracel-

lular signals just below the PC layer peaked near the AIS and

dropped off rapidly with distance in either direction (Figures 5A

and 5B, regions 15–11 and regions 16–20). These trends were

observed in 18 cells (Figures 5C and 5D), and the peak extracel-

lular signal near the AIS was�458 ± 35 mV. In addition to sending

their main axon to the deep cerebellar nuclei, PC axons also

extend collaterals to the PC layer. We measured extracellular

signals near axons (regions 4 and 5) and their collaterals (regions

1–3) more than 100 mm away from soma (Figures 5E and 5F) and

found that extracellular voltage changes were extremely small

(Figure 5G). These findings suggest that if PCs influence the firing

of other PCs through ephaptic coupling, it is most likely a conse-

quence of the extracellular voltage changes near AISs, where Na

channel density is the highest.

We also analyzed the amplitude of the extracellular recordings

measured in vivo (Figure 1) and found that these signals were

970 ± 350 mV (±SD) and ranged from 350 to 1730 mV. These sig-

nals were larger than those recorded in brain slice, which is

consistent with the solution around the slice shunting the signal

and thereby reducing its amplitude. The distance dependence

was also determined for the extracellular signals in in vivo (Fig-

ures 5H and 5I). The STA waveform for a single isolated PC

was determined for all 16 channels (Figure 5H). The distance

dependence of the extracellular action potential is summarized

in Figure 5I (see STAR Methods). Extracellular signals were

2- to 3-fold larger in vivo than in slice, but the distance depen-

dence was comparable. The larger initial size observed in vivo

suggests that the effective coupling distance of ephaptic

signaling between PCs is larger in vivo than in slice.

The next step was to determine whether extracellular signals

near PC AISs can evoke STAs in nearby PCs. We placed a



Figure 5. Extracellular Signals Produced by

Purkinje Cell Spiking

(A) Representative PC image labeled with Alexa

dye. Each number indicates the recording region

for extracellular voltage changes by action poten-

tial from dendrite (1–5), axon initial segment (AIS,

6), axon (7–10), and extracellular space (11–20)

with 10 mm increments. Dashed line is PC layer.

(B) Action potential from soma and extracellular

action potential (eAP) at respective region indi-

cated in (A).

(C) Summary of eAP by distance from soma (from

region 1–10 in A, soma).

(D) Summary of eAP by distance from AIS (from

region 11 to region 20 in A).

(E) Representative PC image labeled with Alexa

dye. The recording region for extracellular voltage

changes from axon (>100 mm from soma, 4 and 5)

and axon collateral (>100 mm from soma, 1–3).

(F) Action potential from soma and eAP at

respective region indicated in (E).

(G) Summary of extracellular voltage changes from

AIS (10 mm from soma), axon (>100 mm), and axon

collateral (>100 mm). AIS, �458 ± 35 mV; Axon,

�11.9 ± 1.4 mV, Collateral, �33 ± 4 mV.

Error bars in (C), (D), and (G) are SEM.

(H) Extracellular voltage responses measured from

each of the 16 channels (gray squares) on the

probe in head-fixed awake mouse. The electrode

sizes andpositions are drawn to scale anddistance

is provided by the scale bar in (I).

(I) Magnitude of eAP as a function of distance

between the channel and the estimated location of

the cell (n = 15 cells). Each gray circle represents

the measurements from a different electrode. The

dark trace is a fit using a custom function (see

STAR Methods).
stimulus electrode in the slice and recorded responses with a

second electrode at varying distances (Figure S6A). We found

that a current of �2 nA produced a extracellular voltage change

of�393 ± 69 mV at a distance of 5 mm (Figures S6B andS6C). The

�2 nA current we injected is comparable to the TTX-sensitive Na

currents evoked by action potential waveform in PCs (Raman

and Bean, 1999). This suggests that we can mimic the voltage

signal produced by PC near its axon initial segment with a
Ne
�2 nA current. The amplitude of TTX-sen-

sitive, evoked currents was attenuated

markedly with distance (Figure S7).

Next, we examined whether extracel-

lular voltage changes affect the firing

of nearby PCs. To mimic extracellular

voltage responses induced by action

potentials, we stimulated the extracellular

region near the AIS with an extracellular

electrode located approximately 5 mm

from the AIS by injecting a �2 nA current

with the recorded extracellular action po-

tential waveform (Figure 6A) to produce a

signal similar to the extracellular signal

associated with a PC action potential.
We stimulated with a Poisson train at 30 Hz and allowed the

PC to spike. The shape of the cross-correlogram between

somatic action potentials and extracellular stimulation indicates

that extracellular stimulation briefly elevated firing with minimal

delay (Figure 6B). This suggests that extracellular voltage

changes near the AIS influence PC firing.

We also tested whether our extracellular stimulation near the

AIS evokes a similar inward current to the STA current produced
uron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018 571



Figure 6. Extracellular Stimulation near the Axon Initial Segment Elicits Currents Similar to Those Evoked by Spikes in a Nearby Purkinje Cell

Experiments were conducted in which an extracellular electrode was placed near an axon initial segment and a current with the time course determined by

a measured extracellular action potential waveform was used to stimulate the axon (red trace).

(A) Schematic diagram.

(B) Cross-correlogram of firing evoked by extracellular stimulation.

(C) Extracellular stimulus current (red) and the resulting currents measured with a whole-cell electrode at the respective holding potential (blue). Results are

summarized for 18 cells. �50 mV, 25.2 ± 3.6 pA; �60 mV, 3.8 ± 0.9 pA; �70 mV, 0.8 ± 0.6 pA.

(D) As in (C) but for a neurons with a severed axon. �50 mV, 3.1 ± 0.9 pA; �60 mV, 0.8 ± 0.5 pA; �70 mV, 0.2 ± 0.1 pA.

(E) As in (C) but in the presence of calcium channel antagonists. �50 mV, 24.4 ± 5.2 pA; �60 mV, 3.5 ± 1.1 pA; �70 mV, 0.8 ± 0.3 pA.

(F) As in (C) but with 1 mM QX314 in the intracellular electrode. �50 mV, 0.3 ± 0.1 pA; �60 mV, 0.5 ± 0.1 pA; �70 mV, 0.3 ± 0.1 pA.

(G) As in (C) but with TTX in the bath to block voltage-gated Na channels. �50 mV, 0.5 ± 0.1 pA; �60 mV, 0.4 ± 0.1 pA; �70 mV, 0.3 ± 0.1 pA.
by an action potential in a nearby PC (Figure 4B). Extracellular

stimulation near the AIS evoked currents that had amplitudes,

time courses, and voltage dependences similar to STA currents

(Figure 6C). For PCs with severed axons, extracellular stimula-

tion evoked extremely small currents, even at �50 mV (Fig-

ure 6D). This suggests that intact axons are crucial to this means

of stimulation, and evoked currents are not a consequence of

activating the soma or dendrites.

Pharmacological experiments provided insight into currents

evoked by extracellular stimulation of the AIS. The current

evoked by extracellular stimulation was not prevented by

blockers of L-, T-, P/Q-, and N-type VGCCs (Figure 6E), suggest-

ing that it is not mediated by VGCCs, as was the case for the STA

(Figures 4J and 4K). Extracellular stimulation failed to evoke a

response when QX314 was added to the pipette solution (Fig-
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ure 6F), which implicates Na channels in both the extracellular-

stimulus-evoked response and the STA (Figures 4M and 4N).

We assessed the effect of TTX on extracellular-stimulus-evoked

responses, which did not rely on spiking in nearby cells. TTX

eliminated extracellular-stimulus-evoked responses (Figure 6G),

indicating that extracellular axonal stimulation induces inward

currents through Na channels.

Our findings suggest that the correlated activity we observe for

nearby PCs is a consequence of the PCs having intact axons,

and the AISs of these PCs should be in close proximity to each

other. We tested this hypothesis by determining whether the

extent of correlated activity depended on PC morphology. After

determining the cross-correlogram with on-cell recordings,

whole-cell recordings were used to fill one PC with a green fluo-

rophore and the other PC with a red fluorophore. PC pairs with



Figure 7. The Extent of Synchronous Activ-

ity and the Distance between the Axon

Initial Segments of Each PC Are Strongly

Correlated

(A) Cross-correlogram (top) and image (bottom)

PC pair with two intact axons with axon initial

segments (AISs) separated by 9 mm and axons

separated by 2 mm.

(B) As in (A) but with AISs separated by 27 mm and

axons separated by 24 mm.

(C) As in (A) but with two severed axons.

(D) Summary of synchronous activity for sev-

ered and intact axons. Error bars are SEM

(0, 1.07 ± 0.01; 2, 1.38 ± 0.05). Unpaired t test

(*p < 0.05).

(E) Synchronous activity is plotted as a function

of minimum distance between axons. Linear

regression (red line, R2 = 0.31).

(F) Synchronous activity is plotted as a function

of distance between AISs (10 mm from soma).

Linear regression (red line, R2 = 0.80).
highly correlated activity had intact axons that were close to

each other (Figure 7A), but for PC pairs with small correlations,

their axons were far apart from each other (Figure 7B). Synchro-

nous firing was never observed in PC pairs with severed axons

(Figures 7C and 7D). To test whether the distance between

axons determines the synchrony, we analyzed the extent of

synchronous activity as a function of minimum distance between

intact axons and found that they were negatively correlated (Fig-

ure 7E). Given that Na channels cluster near the AIS and that the

extracellular signals are much larger near the AIS, we replotted

the amplitude of correlated firing as a function of the distance

between the AISs, and the correlation was much more obvious

(Figure 7F). These results are incompatible with electrical

coupling, because correlated firing of PC pairs occurs even

when their axons do not contact each other. These results

suggest that the distance between the AISs controls the extent

of synchronous firing.

DISCUSSION

Our primary finding is that a single PC generates large ephaptic

signals that rapidly excite nearby PCs to promote synchronized
Ne
firing. Our findings support the mecha-

nism shown schematically in Figure 8.

When PC1 fires an action potential, it

produces a large extracellular voltage

change near its AIS that opens Na chan-

nels in the AIS of PC2, which promotes

synchronous activity. If the interaction

between PCs were unidirectional, the

cross-correlogram would have a single

peak similar to that evoked by extracel-

lular stimulation. But the interaction is

bidirectional, which results in a cross-

correlogram with two peaks at �0.6 ms

and +0.6 ms. PCs are susceptible to

ephaptic signals because they fire spon-
taneously and spend a significant fraction of the time near

threshold in a range in which their Na channels can be activated

by small depolarizations (Figures 8B and 8C).

Correlated Firing of Neighboring PCs in Awake Mice
The observation that a large fraction of neighboring PC pairs

have highly synchronized activity in awake mice has important

functional implications. PCs influence their targets in the deep

cerebellar nuclei (DCN), with many PCs converging onto each

DCN neuron. In addition to functioning as rate-encoding neurons

in which elevated PC firing reduces DCN neuron firing frequency

(Walter and Khodakhah, 2009), the degree of synchrony can be

an important factor in determining DCN firing (De Zeeuw et al.,

2011; Gauck and Jaeger, 2000; Person and Raman, 2011).

Non-synchronized inputs suppress DCN firing, but synchronized

inputs lead to large fluctuations in potential that promote firing

(Wu and Raman, 2017). The millisecond timescale synchrony

produced by ephaptic coupling could be particularly effective

at promoting DCN firing (De Zeeuw et al., 2008; Person and

Raman, 2011). Under physiological conditions, ephaptic

signaling may also interact with other mechanisms, such as

recurrent inhibition through PC collaterals (de Solages et al.,
uron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018 573



Figure 8. Model of Synchronous Firing between 2 PCs through

Ephaptic Coupling

(A) Left: PC1 / PC2. (1) Action potential generates change of extracellular

potential near AIS from PC1. (2) Large extracellular voltage change from PC1

affects nearby PC2 through ephaptic transmission. (3) Opening of Na channels

in the AIS from PC2. (4) Subthreshold depolarization promotes synchronous

activity. Single peak of cross-correlogram with 0.5 ms delay is computed

by unidirectional interaction. Right: PC2 / PC1. Same as PC1 / PC2.

Bidirectional interaction through ephaptic coupling computes two peaks of

cross-correlogram with a delay ± 0.5 ms.

(B) Voltage dependence of transient Na currents evoked in acutely dissociated

PCs with a 5 mV step (adapted from Carter et al., 2012, for illustrative

purposes).

(C) Spontaneous activity of a PC recorded in slice with a red line at �50 mV

included to allow comparison between the potential of the PC as a function of

time and the potential at which rapid depolarizations can openNa channels (A).
2008; Orduz and Llano, 2007; Witter et al., 2016), or synaptic and

ephaptic inhibition from molecular layer interneurons (Blot and

Barbour, 2014; Sotelo, 2015) to promote synchronous firing in

the parasagittal plane. Ephaptic signaling could also work in

conjunction with synchronous granule cell inputs to promote

synchronous firing (Bell and Grimm, 1969; Heck et al., 2007;

Isope et al., 2002). Other factors such as behavioral states and

activation of peripheral inputs can also modulate PC synchrony

(Ebner and Bloedel, 1981; Heck et al., 2007; Wise et al., 2010).

There are several factors that influence the functional rele-

vance of the correlated spiking we observe. Although to first or-

der the synchrony index is not highly frequency dependent, as

the frequency of PC spiking increases, a larger fraction of the

total number of spikes will be correlated. For example, if spikes

are considered to be synchronous if they fire within 1 ms of
574 Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018
each other, then two PCs firing at 50 Hz, 100 Hz, and 200 Hz

will by chance have 10% (2/20), 20% (2/10), and 40% (2/5),

respectively, of their spikes synchronous. If the correlations be-

tween the PCs increase the spikes in that bin by 50%, then the

number of correlated spikes at 50 Hz, 100 Hz, and 200 Hz

would increase to 15% (3/20), 30% (3/10), and 60% (3/5). In

our in vivo experiments, the firing rates average more than

100 Hz, which makes the fraction of correlated spikes quite

high. It is also important to realize that the brief millisecond

period in which the PC spiking is correlated is preceded by

and followed by several milliseconds of reduced spiking activ-

ity. For downstream DCN neurons, this translates into transient

inhibition followed by a period of disinhibition that can work

together to promote spiking in the DCN (Brown and Raman,

2018; Hoebeek et al., 2010; Person and Raman, 2011; Wu

and Raman, 2017). Finally, it is important to know how many

PCs fire synchronously. Our in vivo studies indicate that a

high fraction of neighboring PCs fire synchronously, so it is

likely that there is some degree of correlated spiking for a PC

and perhaps 8 to 10 neighboring PCs.

Evidence Supporting Ephaptic Coupling
The cross-correlograms we observed for pairs of PCs have a

distinctive dip at zero latency, which has also been observed

previously (Bell and Grimm, 1969). This dip at zero latency is

not readily explained by mutual inhibition, which is expected to

produce peak correlation at zero delay. For that reason, previous

attempts to explain the properties of this correlation have

focused on excitation. One possibility that was advanced was

that it is a consequence of shared granule cell-parallel fiber

(PF) inputs (Bell and Grimm, 1969; Heck et al., 2007; Isope

et al., 2002). For a pair of parasagittal PCs, activation of a granule

cell-PF would excite one PC before the other. For granule cell

bodies located on different sides of the pair of PCs, synapses

onto the nearest PC are activated slightly ahead of the other,

which would lead to a dip at zero latency and a peak determined

by the PF conduction velocity and the distance between the

dendritic arbors. Here we show that correlations with a dip at

zero latency are observed even when excitatory synaptic trans-

mission is blocked.

We also considered the possibility that gap junctions could ac-

count for PC correlations (Middleton et al., 2008; Traub et al.,

2008). Our experimental findings indicate that gap junction

coupling is not responsible for the correlations we observe be-

tween neighboring cells. We did not see any sign of electrical

coupling for cells that exhibit large correlations in firing (Figure 3).

Moreover, the only gap junction blocker that did not affect PC

firing did not have any effect on PC correlations (Figures 3E

and 3F). Finally, the correlations we see in PC firing are on a

faster timescale than those of MLIs for the same conditions (Fig-

ure S5). This suggests that some mechanism faster than electri-

cal coupling is responsible for the correlations in PC firing.

Finally, we found that activity was correlated even for PC pairs

whose axons never touched (Figure 7).

It remains possible that gap junction coupling between PC

axons is present (Middleton et al., 2008; Traub et al., 2008). How-

ever, electrical coupling between pairs of PCs has never been

observed, and PCs do not express Connexin 36 (Belluardo



et al., 2000; De Zeeuw et al., 2008; Nagy and Rash, 2017), which

mediates most electrical coupling between neurons. Gap junc-

tion coupling between PCs would therefore have to be mediated

by an unidentified mechanism that couples their axons in a

manner that cannot be detected with somatic recordings and

does not lead to dye coupling between cells (De Zeeuw

et al., 2008).

Our findings provide direct support for ephaptic coupling. We

find that PCs generate extracellular signals that are large near

the cell body and initial segment and that attenuate rapidly with

distance.We also show that extracellular stimulationwith awave-

form that mimics the extracellular signal generated by a PC,

produces firing in nearby PCs that is correlated with the stimula-

tion, and is consistent with the correlations observed between

PCs. The firing of nearby PCs and extracellular stimulation both

evoke voltage-dependent Na currents in PCs that have compara-

ble magnitudes and voltage dependence. This is consistent with

the observation that the correlations of PC firing are only promi-

nentwhen the initial segments of PCaxons are close to eachother

(Figure 7F). Together, these findings support the ephaptic

signaling producing correlated firing in PCs (Figure 8).

Although PCs generate comparable extracellular signals near

the initial segment and the cell body (Figures 5C and 5D), firing is

not correlated for neighboring PCs when their axons are severed

(Figures 7C and 7D), which indicates that signaling between

axons produces correlated activity but interactions between

cell bodies do not (Figure 7). The properties of PCs likely underlie

this property. First, Na channel density is highest in the initial

segment. Another issue is that, for the PC cell body, the capac-

itance is large and the input resistance is low due to large den-

dritic arbor, whereas the input resistance of an axon located

tens of microns from the cell body is higher because of the

high axial resistance. As a result, activation of Na channels in

the axon can produce a sufficiently large depolarization to

exceed the threshold for spiking in the axon.

Comparison to Other Examples of Ephaptic Coupling
The coupling we describe here differs from previously described

ephaptic signaling. PC-to-PC ephaptic coupling leads to much

more rapid correlations in firing than slow effects in the cerebral

cortex that arise from the LFP (Anastassiou et al., 2011). PCs

generate highly localized ephaptic signals that only excite nearby

PCs, but, in the cerebral cortex, the LFP is from the summated

activity of many neurons. This leads to a widespread LFP that

fluctuates slowly and to activity that is correlated on the hun-

dreds of milliseconds timescale. The excitatory nature of ephap-

tic coupling between PCs we describe here differs from the

inhibitory ephaptic coupling provided by inhibitory synapses

onto Mauthner cells and basket cell synapses onto PCs (Blot

and Barbour, 2014; Furukawa and Furshpan, 1963; Korn and

Axelrad, 1980; Korn and Faber, 1975). In the latter cases, ephap-

tic signaling is in a single direction. It is also inhibitory because

boutons onto Mauthner and Purkinje cells do not contain Na

channels and the extracellular signals they produce near their

targets are a result of a capacitive signal and current flow

through potassium channels. This extracellular signal is brief

and positive, which leads to rapid inhibition of the targets. In

contrast, for PC AISs, the extracellular signal is dominated by
sodium entry and produces a large, negative extracellular signal,

which is excitatory. These cases illustrate that, in addition to

proximity and ultrastructure, the locations of ion channels within

a cell are important determinants of the strength and sign of

ephaptic coupling.

Possible Contribution to Very Fast Oscillations
Ephaptic coupling between PCs is well suited to contribute to the

high-frequency oscillations in the cerebellum that were first

described by Adrian (Adrian, 1935; de Solages et al., 2008;

Ros et al., 2009). Very fast oscillations (VFO) are thought to

allow synchronous populations of PCs to strongly influence their

targets in deep nuclei and thereby more effectively control the

output of the cerebellum. These oscillations are particularly

prominent in a mouse model of Angelman syndrome and in

mice lacking certain calcium-binding proteins that exhibit ataxia,

suggesting that the amount of PC synchrony might be tightly

regulated (Cheron et al., 2004, 2005; De Zeeuw et al., 2011).

In vivo and slice studies agree that VFOs do not rely on excitatory

inputs from synchronously active granule cells but instead impli-

cate inhibition provided by PC collaterals (de Solages et al.,

2008). In contrast, slice studies indicate that VFO produced

by bath application of nicotine does not require synapses at all

(Middleton et al., 2008) and suggest that gap junction coupling

between PC axons underlies VFO (Middleton et al., 2008; Traub

et al., 2008). Our studies indicate that ephaptic coupling provides

rapid excitation of other PCs that is compatible with models

of VFO. In vivo studies implicating PC collaterals in VFOs

(de Solages et al., 2008), combined with our own studies impli-

cating PC collaterals in synchronous firing in slice (Witter et al.,

2016), raise the possibility that these two mechanisms could

act in concert to produce synchronous activity and VFO. Ephap-

tic coupling is most effective at synchronizing spiking between

neighboring PCs, whereas PC collaterals allow signals to spread

hundreds of microns in the parasagittal plane (Watt et al., 2009;

Witter et al., 2016).

Efficient Rapid Ephaptic PC/PC Signaling
Several factors make ephaptic coupling between PCs effective

at promoting synchrony. First, they contain a large number of

Na channels in their initial segments that produce large extracel-

lular signals (Lorincz and Nusser, 2008). Second, the cell bodies

of PCs are located in a single layer in close proximity to each

other. Consequently, many of their AISs are close enough to

each other to promote ephaptic signaling. Third, PCs are spon-

taneously active and spend a large fraction of time at potentials

where small, sudden depolarizations can promote the opening

of Na channels (Carter et al., 2012; Raman and Bean, 1997).

The excitatory ephaptic coupling we describe for PCs is well

suited for promoting short-latency synchronous firing. The

speed of signaling begins with the opening of the Na channels

in the AIS during the upstroke of the action potential. This signal

is maximal prior to the peak of the action potential. In addition,

the potential of extracellular space changes immediately for

ephaptic signaling and PC ion channels are influenced without

delay. In contrast, electrical and chemical synapses require

changing the intracellular potential, which is limited by the mem-

brane time constant of the cell. As a result, ephaptic coupling
Neuron 100, 564–578, November 7, 2018 575



between PCs promotes synchrony on a more rapid timescale

than can be readily achieved by electrical coupling or chemical

synapses (Figure S5) (Dugué et al., 2009; Mann-Metzer and

Yarom, 1999; Vervaeke et al., 2010).
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

NBQX disodium salt Abcam Cat#ab120046

(R,S)-CPP Abcam Cat#ab120160

SR95531 (Gabazine) Abcam Cat#ab120042

Carbenoxolone disodium Tocris Bioscience Cat#3096

Quinine Tocris Bioscience Cat#4114

Mefloquine Sigma-Aldrich Cat#M2319

Octanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat#297887

Meclofenamate sodium Abcam Cat#141552

2-APB Tocris Bioscience Cat#1224

QX-314 Chloride Abcam Cat#ab120118

Tetrodotoxin (TTX) Abcam Cat#ab120054

Nimodipine Abcam Cat#ab120138

TTA-P2 Alomone Labs Cat#T-155

u-conotoxin-MVIIC Tocris Bioscience Cat#1084

Alexa 488/594 hydrazide Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A10436/A10438

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: Pcp2-Cre Jdhu The Jackson Laboratory Strain#010536

Mouse: ChR2-EYFP (Ai32) The Jackson Laboratory Strain#024109

Software and Algorithms

Igor Pro 6 Wavemetrics https://www.wavemetrics.com

MafPC Courtesy of M.A. Xu-Friedman https://www.xufriedman.org/mafpc

MATLAB (R2017a) MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Wade G.

Regehr (wade_regehr@hms.harvard.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
Animal care and handling were performed according to federal guidelines and protocols approved by Harvard University. P30-P40

C57BL/6 mice (Charles River) of either sex were used for acute slice experiments, and P70-P90 C57BL/6 mice (Charles River) of

either sex used for in vivo experiments. All animals were maintained on a light/dark cycle (light 7AM-7PM), and experiments were

performed from 12 noon-10PM.

METHOD DETAILS

In Vivo Electrophysiology
Adult mice were implanted with a bracket for head-restraint using Metabond (Parkell). Mice were restrained on a freely-rotating

treadmill for all experiments and allowed to move at will. Craniotomies were made �6.2 mm posterior to bregma on the midline.

16 channel, single shanked or 32 channel, double shanked silicon probes (P-series, Cambridge Neurotech) were lowered into the

cerebellum to record neighboring PCs. PCs were identified by the characteristic increase in background activity upon entering

the layer and by the presence of complex spikes. The recording area on each shank of the silicon probe is made up of 2 columns

of 8 contacts across 200 mm in length. Each column is separated by 11.25 mm, and individual contacts are spaced 12.5 mm apart.
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The contacts are 113 15 mm in size. Recordings were targeted such that the silicon probe could be aligned parallel to the PC layer,

maximizing the chance of recording simultaneous PCs. Most recordings were made approximately 1.5-2 mm into the cerebellum to

ensure stable recordings during movement. Signals were filtered from 0.1 Hz to 7.5 kHz with 1-pole and 3-pole Butterworth filter

respectively, digitized at 20 kS/s or 30 kS/s, acquired using an RHD2000 amplifier system (Intan Technologies) and stored to disk

for offline analysis.

Slice Preparation
Acute parasagittal slices of 250 mm thickness were prepared from the cerebellar vermis. Mice were deeply anesthetized with an intra-

peritoneal injection of a ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) mixture. To improve slice quality, mice were perfused trans-

cardially with an ice-cold dissection buffer composed of (in mM): 110 Choline Cl, 7 MgCl2, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2 PO4, 0.5 CaCl2,

25 Glucose, 11.6 Na-ascorbate, 2.4 Na-pyruvate, and 25 NaHCO3 equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. The cerebellum was

dissected, and slices were cut with a VT1200s vibratome (Leica) in ice-cold buffer as above. After cutting, slices were transferred

to a submerged chamber with artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF) composed of (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2 PO4,

2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, and 25 glucose, equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at 32�C for 20 min. The slices were then kept

at room temperature until recording for up to 6 hr.

Electrophysiology
Slices were superfused in ACSF composed of (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2 PO4, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, and 25

glucose, equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at 32�C. 5 mM NBQX, 2.5 mM (R)-CPP, and 5 mM GABAzine were added in bath

solution to block both glutamatergic receptors and GABAA receptors. Recordings were done in lobule V of cerebellar slices. Visually

guided on-cell recordings and whole cell recordings of PCs were obtained with patch pipettes of 1-2 MU resistance pulled from

borosilicate capillary glass (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) with a Sutter P-97 horizontal puller. For molecular layer interneuron

(MLI) recordings we used pipettes of 3-5 MU resistances. For on-cell recordings, glass pipettes were filled with ACSF. For whole

cell recordings, electrodes were filled with an internal solution containing (in mM): 150 K-Gluconate, 3 KCl, 10 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA,

3 Mg-ATP, 0.5 Na-GTP, 5 Phosphocreatine-tris2, and 5 Phosphocreatine-Na2 adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH. The osmolarity was

adjusted to 310 mOsm. Reported voltages were corrected value for a�10 mV liquid junction potential between this internal solution

and ACSF bath solution using a 3MKCl reference electrode (Neher, 1992). Electrophysiology data were acquired using aMulticlamp

700A amplifier (Axon Instruments) and an instruTECH ITC-18 (Heka Instrument), filtered at 4 kHz, sampled at 50 kHz, and saved using

software custom written in Igor Pro (Lake Oswego, OR). To block voltage-gated calcium channels, 3 mM nimodipine, 2 mM TTA-P2,

and 2 mM u-conotoxin-MVIIC were added in bath solution (Choe et al., 2011; Liljelund et al., 2000; McDonough et al., 1996).

Optical Stimulation
Slices from Pcp2-Cre Jdhu (Jackson Laboratory 010536) X ChR2-EYFP (Ai32, Jackson Laboratory 024109) mice were obtained as

described above. Low intensity wide-field illumination was used for increasing firing rate of PCs. Stimulation was delivered using a

470 nm mounted LED (Thorlabs), coupled to an optical fiber in the excitation pathway of the microscope and focused at lobule V

through a 10X water immersion objective. Full-field (1 mm diameter spot) blue light was delivered at 10 mW/mm2 �20 mW/mm2

intensities from a blue LED. The light was kept on for no more than 30 s to maintain regular firing.

Spike-Triggered Average (STA)
After measuring synchrony from PC pairs with on-cell recordings, whole cell recordings were made from the same pair using

K-Gluconate filled electrodes. More than 300 spontaneous action potentials were used to determine the spike-triggered average

(STA). For Poisson stimulation, spontaneous action potentials were suppressed by hyperpolarizing current injection (�-150 pA),

then 2-5 nA current was injected for 1 ms to produce appropriately timed spikes (Poisson train, 30 Hz). More than 300 evoked action

potentials were used to determine the STA.

Extracellular Axonal Stimulation
A waveform of extracellular action potential for extracellular stimulation was extracted from the actual extracellular voltage changes

measured from near axon initial segment (AIS, 10 mmaway from soma) by somatic action potential. A current of�2 nAwith the wave-

form of an extracellular action potential was injected near the AIS. STAs at each holding potential were averages of more than

300 trials.

Cell Labeling
Whole cell recordings were made from PC pairs using K-Gluconate filled glass electrodes that included 50 mMAlexa 488/594 hydra-

zide (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The internal solution containing Alexa dye was allowed to diffuse into the cell for 10-15 min until the

glass electrode was gently retracted from the cell and membrane resealed. Cells were then imaged with a custom built two-photon

microscope, with image acquisition controlled by custom software written in MATLAB (generously provided by Bernardo Sabatini,

Harvard Medical School). Cells were imaged in 100-150 image planes separated by 0.5 mm in the Z-direction. In some cases, the
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axon was imaged separately to avoid saturation of the dendritic region, and tiled together. Image contrast, brightness and

Z-projection of images were processed based on the histogram of the image in ImageJ (NIH) to clearly visualize the axon.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using MATLAB (Mathworks). Number (n) of cells recorded is indicated in the text or figure legends.

Unpaired or paired Student’s t test was used to compare the significance of dataset. Statistical significance is indicated as p values

in the figure legends.

Spike Detection and Analysis for PC Pairs
For spike detection in vivo, quality of spikes was assessed on-line and only recordings where a pair of PCs were picked up indepen-

dently on two separate electrodes were kept for subsequent analysis. This is critical as resolving spike time correlation at sub-

millisecond resolution with peak detection algorithms can be artificially biased toward zero delay if signals from two cells are mixed

on one of the channels. The recordings were manually inspected for the presence of complex spikes to ensure that they were from

PCs. We then used a 600 Hz zero-delay high-pass Butterworth digital filter, up-sampled by a factor of 3 for the 20 kHz (factor of 2 for

the 30 kHz recordings) and detected spikes offline in MATLAB from the channel with the highest signal-to-noise ratio using a

conservative threshold. If clean single unit isolation was possible on the first channel (Figure S1A), we aligned the spiked trigger wave-

forms from the second channel (Figure S1B) and calculated a moving estimate of the residual signal (Figure S1C). This residual signal

is then subtracted from the second channel and the cleaned waveform was thresholded for peak detection (Figure S1D). When two

cells spike within 0.2 ms of each other, spikes on either channels can still be distorted by residual signals or common noise (i.e.,

motion artifact) giving rise to a small overestimate in the spike correlation at zero delay.

For slice experiments, spontaneous action potentials from PC pairs were recorded in loose-patch configuration with ACSF-filled

glass electrodes for 5-10 min. Spikes were detected offline in MATLAB and manually verified for each cell. For both slice and in vivo

experiments, cross-correlograms were subsequently calculated from the binarized spike train using a 0.05ms bin size. This is

equivalent to counting the number of spikes in one PC which fall in bins at different time lag around the spikes of the other PC.

For illustration and ease of interpretation, the observed spike counts at various time lag were scaled by the expected number of

synchronous spikes for the given time bin based on chance alone. The expected spike count far away from the center is well

approximated by N1N2=T=Dt, where N1 and N2 are the number of spikes in PC1 and PC2, T the total duration of recording and Dt

the bin size. This expected value corresponds to the assumption that spikes in the two cells occurred independently of each other.

Thus in all of the figures where the normalized spike count is shown, a value of one should be interpreted as equal to chance and a

value of two indicates two-fold above chance level. We used a Gaussian kernel with 0.125 ms standard deviation to smooth the

normalized spike count histograms in these figures to allow better qualitative assessment of the shape of synchrony. For statistical

testing, we Z-scored the spike counts. This is done by first subtracting the observed spike count by expected spike count then

dividing the resulting value by expected standard deviation in spike count. Assuming the spike count in each bin is described by

a binomial distribution, if the probability of synchronized spikes by chance is p=N1N2= T=ð DtÞ2, the expected standard deviation

in spike count is
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pð1� pÞT=Dtp

. When assessing statistical significance of the synchrony using the average spike count within ±

1ms, we further adjusted this standard deviation used for the Z-score by a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt=2

p
. Pairs with an average spike count

within ± 1 ms from origin above 3 in a Z-scored spike count (corresponding to an alpha-value of 0.00135) were considered to exhibit

a significant degree of synchrony. For slice experiments, bursting PCs (4/108 in control conditions) were excluded from the analysis.

In Vivo Analysis of Extracellular Action Potentials (eAPs)
Threshold-crossing spike detection was performed on the high-pass filtered signal as previously described over all 16 channels on

the probe. A 20 Hz high-pass Butterworth filter was used instead for more accurate eAP amplitude estimation. We selected a 1.5 ms

window around the detected spikes on every channel to performed principle component analysis (PCA) and compressed each spike

waveforms into a 4 dimensional vector. K-mean clustering was then used to identify clusters of individual PCs. The median eAP

waveforms for each PC was calculated and the peak-to-peak amplitude is measured for the eAP waveform on each channel.

We fitted the observed amplitudes using the equation Vi =V=ðd2
i + kÞ for channels i˛f1; 2.16g, where di =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � x0Þ2 + ðyi � y0Þ2

q

is the distance of channel i at ðxi; yiÞ to the location of the signal source located at ðx0;y0Þ, all measured relative to channel 1. The

constants V, k, x0 and y0 were found with a standard nonlinear optimization procedure in MATLAB for each PC. For illustration,

we plotted the amplitude of the eAPs as a function of the estimated distance to signal source.
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